Individuals with COVID-19 can be infectious several days before developing symptoms. Therefore, during the outbreak, NCFHP recommends the following:
• Conduct phone outreach when possible (or Zoom if worker gives permission).
• If approved to do outreach by your agency, do not enter camps or residences and explain to workers the need to keep physical distance outside.
• Do not transport any workers.

If you are on outreach and encounter a worker with fever, cough, sore throat, or shortness of breath:
• When possible, call a worker or crew leader at the camp first.
  • Ask if anyone is ill at the camp with a fever, cough, sore throat, or shortness of breath.

Ideally:
Conduct outreach to entire camp by phone.
• Address needs of any sick worker(s). See "Screening call with sick worker" tab (start with "When did you get sick?")
• Consult NCFHP guidance on conducting virtual visits.

If you need to visit the camp:
• Seek permission from your agency first.
• Limit the number of staff to two who visit.
• Follow the instructions below.

If you need to remain with the worker:
• Put mask on yourself and give one to patient to put on
• Put on gloves
• Talk to them outside
• Maintain 6 ft of distance

See protocol for phone call with infected worker to triage and help them.

All but two outreach workers should immediately leave the camp.